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•  Theoretical Ablative Composite for Open Testing (TACOT) 
•  Defined in Ablation Workshop and available on-line 
–  Free data access for code and model comparison 
–  Thermo-chemical properties similar to current low-density ablators 
–  Architecture and composition simple enough to allow for physics-based models 
development with a reasonable time investment 
–  Manufacturable in a laboratory for a reasonable cost for future testing needs 
Hypothetical Problem statement 
•  Defined by Lachaud (NASA), Martin (University of Kentucky), Eekelen 
(Samtech), and Cozmuta (NASA) 
–  Case 2.1: Thermochemistry from provided TACOT B-prime tables, suppressed 
surface erosion, simple boundary conditions (next page) 
–  Case 2.2: Same as 2.1 with activated surface ablation 














ITRAC (Insulation Thermal Response and Ablation Code) 
•  1-D (planar, cylindrical, and spherical)  
•  Variable-grid finite-volume method 
•  Heat transfer, material pyrolysis, pore pressure, thermochemical ablation 
•  Various mechanical erosion models 
•  User-defined dynamic link libraries (DLLs) 












































•  Bʹ′g values from TACOT v2.2 tables 
–  10.0, 5.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.25, 1.0,  0.9, 
0.85, 0.82, 0.8, 0.795, 0.79, 0.78, 0.75, 
0.7, 0.6, 0.45, 0.2, 0.15, 0.125,  0.1, 0.05, 
0.01, 0.001 
–  Insufficient resolution causes roughness in 
model results 
•  Bʹ′ treatment in energy balance is 

































































Case 2.1 Results (ACE Tables with Higher Resolution, Bʹ′c = 0) 
•  Higher Bʹ′g resolution 
–  Smoother results 
•  Bʹ′c = 0 removes related term in 
surface energy balance 
–  Apparently similar to PATO treatment 
–  Still some minor temperature differences 
•  Full pore pressure, implicit coupling 









































































Case 2.2 Results (With TACOT v2.2 Bʹ′ Tables) 
•  Bʹ′g values from TACOT v2.2 tables 
–  10.0, 5.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.25, 1.0,  0.9, 
0.85, 0.82, 0.8, 0.795, 0.79, 0.78, 0.75, 
0.7, 0.6, 0.45, 0.2, 0.15, 0.125,  0.1, 0.05, 
0.01, 0.001 
–  Insufficient resolution causes roughness in 
model results 





















































































Case 2.2 Results (ACE Tables with Higher Resolution) 
•  Higher Bʹ′g resolution 
–  Smoother results 
–  Still some roughness in mdot,c 
•  Full pore pressure, implicit 












































































Case 2.3 Results (With TACOT v2.2 Bʹ′ Tables) 
•  Bʹ′g values from TACOT v2.2 tables 
–  10.0, 5.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.25, 1.0,  0.9, 
0.85, 0.82, 0.8, 0.795, 0.79, 0.78, 0.75, 
0.7, 0.6, 0.45, 0.2, 0.15, 0.125,  0.1, 0.05, 
0.01, 0.001 
–  Insufficient resolution causes roughness in 
model results 
















































Test Case Summary and Conclusions 
•  Attention to resolution in B-prime tables is important 
•  Improved approach with elimination of pre-generated tables – conjugate 
heat transfer and surface thermochemistry solutions 
•  ACE and TACOT v2.2 tables provide similar thermal/ablation results 
–  Some differences observed in tables at higher temperatures 
–  Some species not included in ACE database (from the 25 species list) 
•  Little differences observed with certain higher fidelity models 
–  Full pore pressure solutions for mdots made little difference 






•  Application of pyrolysis kinetics to high heating rate 
•  Charring without surface recession in known environment 
–  Applied temperature 
–  Applied (radiant) heat flux 
•  Real-time measurements 
–  Temperatures (thermocouples) 
–  Pyrolysis front (real-time radiography, ultrasonics) 
•  Charring and surface recession in characterized environment 
–  Subscale test motor with validated boundary conditions 
–  Arc jet 
–  Other 
 
 
 
